Major General A S J Fay
Assistant Chief of the Defence Staff
(Logistic Operations)
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Fourth Floor, Zone E, Main Building,
Whitehall, London SW1A 2HB

9 November 2017

Dear Team Defence Information,

DSN(IS) Sub-Strategy Industry Feedback
Firstly I would like to express my sincere thanks for your contribution to the Industry discussion and
workshop held at the Holiday Inn, Filton on the 21st September, and for taking the time to review the
draft DSN (IS) Sub-Strategy; the combined Industry comments have been reviewed in detail and have
added much value to the final version.
All responses have been considered, but rather than provide individual feedback, I would like to
expand on some of the themes which were consistent across the Industry comments; this will
hopefully answer some of the initial shared concerns and queries.
•

Plain English: It is accepted that the document was too jargon heavy and amendments have
been made to simplify and provide clarity.

•

Users: There was some confusion over the inclusion of Industry as part of the user
community. Industry partners are also recognised as users, for this and future Sub-Strategy
releases. User is now the consistent term used within the strategy.

•

Outcomes/Objectives: Measurability will be added as part of iterative developments to the
strategy as evidence becomes available.

•

Stakeholders: There were a number of queries relating to Stakeholder
management/communications. Industry will play a key role in the implementation of the SubStrategy and I will continue to provide support and updates to the joint MOD and Industry
boards.

•

Security: Security requirements and potential vulnerability issues for all aspects of the SubStrategy will be addressed in alignment with the ongoing work on Log IS CVI.

•

Training: Training needs have been recognised and are included in the Sub-Strategy. The
aspiration is for an intuitive solution with minimal training requirements. This has been captured
and is included within the Delivery Framework – Alpha Phase (para 58 of the Sub-Strategy).

•

Scope: The Scope of the Sub-Strategy is iaw DSN and will from part of the DefSCOR
transformation. Services will be accessible with NSoIT deployed and accredited
hardware. Specific details on system/application migration, integration, interoperability, and
retirements (including timings/roadmap) will be established through the Pre-Discovery

work. The Pre-Discovery work will deliver a high-level schedule and roadmap; it will be coherent
with DSN (T) priorities and aligned to future ABC options. A Logistics Enterprise Architecture,
coherent with the DIRM, will also be created as part of the DSN (IS) Sub-Strategy.
•

Agile: The current Defence Information Strategy (MOD, 2017) emphasises the shift in focus to
Agile procurement/Agile projects. COTS technology and innovative methods to system
integration are key elements of this new direction. The DSN (IS) Sub-Strategy is aligned to this
new approach; however, it is acknowledged that further engagement with Industry partners is
required in order to fully understand the impact.

The DSN (IS) Sub-Strategy is a live document and will be subject to iterative, informed changes as
each stage of the project matures; Industry engagement and collaborative working are fundamental to
its successful delivery.

Regards,

Angus Fay

